
Year one school closure homelearning week four- 27/4/20 

Maths- Based on CanDoMaths worksheets Place value 1.3 bundle Daily maths 
Fluent in 5 see worksheet- these don’t need to be printed 
1. Sheet A and D or roll dice make 2 digits numbers- circle the largest and then 

plot these numbers on a 0-100 number line that you have drawn.  
2. Sheet E or roll dice 3 times to give you 3 different digits- use these to make as 

many different 2 digit numbers as you can- then order these numbers repeat 
3 times. 

3.  worksheet B and F or have a go at the family maths challenge 
4. Sheet C ordering numbers, Sheet G Problem solving- draw the pictures to 

show the word problems and then solve them  
5. Complete number of the day-  
Something extra online  MyMaths- 2 tasks set: counting and place value 

English- writing/ reading- The three little pigs 
1. Remind yourself of the story ‘The Three Little Pigs’ read the ebook if you don’t 

know the story, can you answer the comprehension questions 
2. Can you draw a story map for the Three Little Pigs, write words to describe how the 

characters are feeling at each point in the story. 
3. Pretend you are a news reporter interviewing the characters- what questions you 

ask the Big Bad Wolf or the Pigs- and what would their answers be? 
4. Key words and phrases in Three Little Pigs- can you make a list of well-known 

phases used in this story.   
Challenge/ Something extra- have a go at Key words and phrases activity sheet. 
5. Free write Friday- write your own fairy tale- retell a well known one or make one of 

your own. 

RE/PSHE 
PSHE – discovering kindness in others collect stories , you could collect all the 
stories about acts of kindness you have heard recently, such as musicians holding 
concerts on social media or balconies,  people offering to do each other’s 
shopping, or the way communities are coming together to support each other 
and appreciate health workers during this period. 

English-  Daily phonic lessons online provided by Department of education- 10.30am   
A short introduction and link can be found here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnM6XDFNCFE 
1. CPG  page 16-17 long i sound and long o complete these pages- if you all ready 

have how many words can you think of with igh, i-e, ie, oa, ow and o-e   
2. Speed write how many of yesterdays words can you write in 2minutes or phoneme 

spotter igh 
3. Choose some of this week words, ask an adult to hide them for you to find 
4. Write sentences using yesterday’s words- don’t forget to use capital letters and full 

stops 
5. Pick a phase 5 game to play on phonics play – it is now free!  

 Username: march20 
Password: home 

Science- Plants pick a daisy can you take it apart and learn the names for the 
different parts- you can try sticking the parts on a piece of paper with Sellotape 
and then label them.  Use your knowledge organiser to help you 
Or go on a virtual safari https://www.longleat.co.uk/news/longleat-launches-
virtual-safari 

History- New Topic-  Diaries in history -Who is Samuel Pepys?  
Watch  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z7d7gwx/articles/zhgxcqt  and 
make a fact file about him 
When did he start his diary? 
What sort of things did he write about? 
Why do you think these diaries are important today? 
Have a look at this term knowledge organiser too 
Want to find out more try this interactive game- 
www.fireoflondon.orf.uk/game 

English- Daily Activities 

• Practise this week’s spelling words – prize tried goal coach own goes 

• Write daily diary sentences – a record of your time learning at home 

• Handwriting - practise these words- think about the size and shape of each letter 
the that not put then these 

Art- repeating patterns- can you collect items from outside to make a repeating pattern 
Can you draw pictures of different flowers outside- have a go at pressing flowers pick a 
few small flowers- eg daisies, and place between a piece of folded paper and put under 
something for a few days then see if you can make a picture using them 

PE- Daily Fitness workout 9am  live on youtube with Joe Wicks 
How about a game for the whole family- fitness monopoly see resources  
Miss Reed has also put lots of new ideas in her newsletter- have a read 

DT  Lego challenge- choose a challenge of your own or build the prefect house for the 3 
Little pigs where they will be safe from the Big Bad wolf. 
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